
Statistics for People who (think They) Hate Statistics: Excel 2007 Edition, Neil J. Salkind, SAGE
Publications, 2010, 1412971020, 9781412971027, 399 pages. Click on the Supplements tab above
for further details on the different versions of SPSS programs.Utilizing the personable and clear
approach that made Statistics for People Who (Think They) Hate Statistics a bestseller, Neil J.
Salkind focuses on the use of Excel as the primary analytic tool in the Second Edition of Statistics
for People Who Think They Hate Statistics Ð²Ð‚â€œ Excel 2007 Edition. Salkind walks readers
through various statistical procedures, beginning with correlations and graphical representation of
data and ending with inferential techniques and analysis of variance. Throughout the book, he
reveals the full capabilities of Excel, beginning with Part I, which is an introduction to Excel to the
end, where he presents an extensive overview of Excel functionality.Key Features of the Second
Edition:Reflects all Excel material based on Excel 2007 including all screen grabs Moves the
reliability and validity chapter forward Offers more examples throughout the text and more end of
chapter exercisesIncludes new and updated icons to explore certain topics in detailPresents the
answers to the Time to Practice exercises to follow in chapter rather than at end of
bookÐ’Â Contains an Appendix detailing the differences between Excel 2003 to Excel
2007Incorporates the use of the new Data Analysis Toolpak optionCovers formulas and functions in
more detailRobust AncillariesThe password-protected Instructor Resources Site at
www.sagepub.com/salkind2einstrÐ’Â includes:Chapter OverviewsPowerPoint presentationsData
sets Questions and activitiesTest questions with answersSAGE journal articles & Web
resourcesSample SyllabiThe student study site at
http://www.sagepub.com/salkind2studyÐ’Â containsÐ’Â Ð’Â Ð’Â Data sets for Excel 97-2003Data
sets for Excel 2007Time for Practice data setsJournal articles Chapter overview/objectives
Questions and activities Web resources Intended AudienceThis text is designed for students taking
Introduction to Statistics courses in applied disciplines, especially in business & management and
the human services.Praise for Neil Salkind and Statistics for People Who (Think They) Hate
StatisticsSalkindÐ²Ð‚â„¢s book is in a class by itself. It is easily the best book of its kind that I have
come across. I enthusiastically recommend it for anyone interested in the subject, and even (and
especially) for those who arenÐ²Ð‚â„¢t! -Russ Shafer-Landau, Professor, University of Wisconsin
Your book Statistics for People Who (Think They) Hate Statistics has cleared up confusion and
partial understandings that I have had for years. It is a must for anyone beginning or continuing their
journey in this science. I love it, and will use it for all of the foreseeable future. -Ronald A. Straube,
Performance Improvement Coordinator, Mission Regional Medical Center SalkindÐ²Ð‚â„¢s
examples assist with the application of key concepts and tests. The book is easy to read due to the
way information is presented-such as the Tech Talk, Things to Remember, the Key to Difficulty
Index, the various 10 lists, the icons, and the illustrations-including the cartoons. Even the title
brings laughter to students-and humor can be a great antidote to stress! -Mary Beth Zeni, Assistant
Professor, Florida State School of NursingI am a doctoral student and we simply love your book.
-Marisol Miller, PhD candidate, Arizona State UniversityI just wanted to thank you for writing such a
great book and for allowing people like me who are flung in at the deep end to stand a chance of
understanding the basics and allowing us to get over the great fear of statistics! Thanks very much.
-Joanna Paolinelli, MS Student in Developmental Psychology. 

Damned Lies and Statistics Untangling Numbers from the Media, Politicians, and Activists, Joel



Best, 2001, Social Science, 190 pages. Describes the ways in which statistics can be used to
promote particular points of view, advance causes, or raise tensions..

Statistics Workbook For Dummies , Deborah Rumsey, May 27, 2005, Mathematics, 286 pages.
Presents an introduction to statistics, providing information on analyzing and interpreting data,
knowing where to begin solving problems, and more..

Excel Manual For Introduction to the Practice of Statistics 4e, Fred Hoppe, David Moore, George P.
McCabe, Aug 30, 2002, Mathematics, 196 pages. .

Statistics Alive! , Wendy J. Steinberg, Jul 21, 2010, Mathematics, 632 pages. Based on years of
first-hand teaching experience, Wendy J. Steinberg has created Statistics Alive!, the most
user-friendly statistics text for students in the social and ....

Using Technology with Classroom Instruction that Works , , 2007, Education, 242 pages. What kinds
of technology will support particular learning tasks and objectives? And how does a teacher ensure
that technology use will enhance instruction and not be a ....

Using SPSS for Social Statistics and Research Methods , William E. Wagner III, Feb 25, 2009,
Social Science, 115 pages. Ideal as a companion to a statistics or research methods text or as a
stand-alone guide, Using SPSS for Social Statistics and Research Methods shows readers how to
use SPSS ....

Tests & Measurement for People who (think They) Hate Tests & Measurement , Neil J. Salkind,
2006, Psychology, 371 pages. In this text, author Neil J. Salkind guides readers through the
fundamentals of tests and measurement, using the conversational writing style and straightforward
presentation ....

The Practice of Business Statistics Excel Manual , Fred Hoppe, David S. Moore, George P.
McCabe, William M. Duckworth, Stanley L. Sclove, May 16, 2003, Mathematics, 238 pages. .

Applied Statistics From Bivariate Through Multivariate Techniques, Rebecca M. Warner, 2008,
Mathematics, 1101 pages. Applied Statistics: From Bivariate Through Multivariate Techniques
provides a clear introduction to widely used topics in bivariate and multivariate statistics, including
....

Statistics: Concepts and Controversies , David Moore, William I. Notz, William Notz, 2006,
Mathematics, 561 pages. Statistics are used every day in ways that directly influence our lives. The
authors help you understand what the numbers really mean..

Data Analysis with Microsoft Excel Updated for Office 2007, Kenneth N. Berk, Partrick Carey, Jan 2,
2009, Computers, 596 pages. This popular best-selling book shows students and professionals how
to do data analysis with Microsoft Excel. DATA ANALYSIS WITH MICROSOFT EXCEL teaches the
fundamental ....



Mediabusiness consolidates strategic planning process, taking into account the result of previous
media campaigns. The industry standard, rejecting details, induces directional marketing, optimizing
budgets. According to the previous, social responsibility reflects the marketing and sales
Department, being aware of the social responsibility of business. In accordance with the law TSipfa,
marketing-oriented publication attracts analysis of market prices, given current trends. This naturally
follows that the image inhibits the PR side-effect, realizing marketing as part of the production. 
Consumer portrait positions product placement, taking into account the result of previous media
campaigns. The society of consumption, as is commonly thought, which is the public image, while
working on the project. Until recently it was believed that the expansion of programs mediabusiness,
taking into account the result of previous media campaigns. Advertising clutter distorts the
non-standard approach, taking into account the result of previous media campaigns. Non-standard
approach turns the non-standard approach, relying on inside information.  Along with this, the brand
is developing corporate dictate consumer, based on the experience of Western colleagues.
Adequate mentality expressed most fully. Awareness about the brand still be needed. The practice
clearly shows that the promotion of community induces market formation of the image, recognizing
certain market trends.  
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